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Introduction
Changes of the agri-food area should be executed with
regards to the new difficulties related with the European
Green Agenda. Notwithstanding the ecological advantages
of the green progress, the arrangement will firmly affect agrifood strategy as it requires of creation, decrease of pesticide
and manure use, afforestation and biodiversity assurance;
however can likewise increment creation costs, raise costs,
lessen request, and debilitate creation and "food security."
Although the Covid-19 pandemic has not yet been checked
through general wellbeing measures and the beginning of
inoculation, its financial, wellbeing and other social expenses
and difficulties are overall cautiously and persistently
dissected to recuperate from the emergency, bring issues to
light of future dangers and work on friendly flexibility for
shocks that are coming. As somewhere else on the planet
(the main special case is China), the Croatian economy in
2020 as the extended period of the "Incomparable Paralysis",
a worldwide disturbance of huge pieces of the economy,
denoted a decrease in GDP of 8.4 percent. The downfall is
two times the European normal and was primarily produced
in the administrations area, particularly the travel industry,
providing food and transport. A new and wild downturn,
which is more profound and longer enduring in Croatia
than in other European nations, with unsteady worldwide
food supply chains, lacking homegrown creation, reliance
on food imports and conceivable development of food costs
in Croatia during the crown emergency created sensations
of dread of food uncertainty and doubt of the monetary
and sociopolitical framework in the populace. Worries
about food handling regarding nutritious quality food have
raised the issue of guaranteeing public food independence,
particularly concerning those agrarian items that are brought
into Croatia. Following this and the worldwide subjects about
association among crises and populace biosecurity, the effect
of incidental measures, for example, confining or prohibiting
food sends out on the worldwide deregulation framework for
merchandise, administrations and thoughts is painstakingly
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dissected in all regions of the planet. To survey the degree
of Croatian food independence and security in typical and
testing social conditions, the second piece of this paper "The
state and difficulties of the public agri-food area during the
general wellbeing and monetary emergency" dissects the
design, long term patterns and current creation movement
in this area. 3/4 of new human sicknesses, for instance,
come from creatures. Existing food creation frameworks
and strategies are not just problematic as far as guaranteeing
future adequate food supplies for a developing populace
yet additionally make a solid commitment to spreading
and extending the multi-faceted environmental emergency.
The adverse effect of the agri-food industry on the climate,
proposes measures that ought to be executed to accomplish
the fundamental circle back and increment homegrown
creation and commodity of safe and healthfully great food,
therefore increment independence and food security of the
populace, as well as supplant the current worldview in food
and a significant section of the economy, however with the
essential changes that traditional farming is going through,
it plays progressively significant extra parts - producing
pay for endurance and improvement of country regions in
agrarian items and food.

Conclusion
Croatia is the biggest merchant of pork in the EU since home
grown creation meets not completely evident whether this
is a drawn out certain pattern or a brief impact because of
intermittent terminations of state borders, hardships in cargo
transport or falling home grown interest, particularly in the
travel industry and retail. The decrease of the unfamiliar
import/export imbalance should absolutely not be deciphered
as an indication of reinforcing the commodity seriousness
however it can in any case be inferred that in 2020 shoppers,
merchants and dealers were more centered on homegrown
makers and supply lines. Tragically, the examination of the
construction of unfamiliar career expos that independence
is most ailing in the main items in homegrown utilization:
meat, milk, leafy foods.
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